
a - very - basic guide to getting started 

We will assume that you have had your course set up by RWA and now want 
to tailor it to your and your students’ needs. 

The KES e‐learning homepage looks like this 

Log in at the top of the page and access your course from the My Courses 
menu on the right hand side. 

The course screen layout looks much like the homepage, the major 
difference being the menus on the left hand side that allow you do all sorts 
of interesting behind the scenes things.



Participants allows you to see details of your course 
members and their activity on the site ‐ what they’ve 
been doing and when. 

Resources brings up a view of all the linked resources 
on your course. 

Turn editing on does what it says and can also be 
activated at the top right of the course homepage. 
We’ll come back to this one. 

Settings is where you alter your course settings: again, 
we’ll come back to it. 

Students allows you to enrol students on your course if 
they haven’t done this themselves. 

Logs is another way to view what activity there has 
been on your course site. 

Files will let you look at all the files associated with 
your course. You can also upload new files here. 

The remaining links you can forget about for now. 

EDITING COURSE SETTINGS 

Clicking on Settings brings up a series of fields in which you choose how 
your course will work. This is how things look. 

Format:  Topics format  Choose Topics format unless you want to organise 
things on a weekly basis 

Course start date:  5  September  2005  Select a start date 

Enrolment duration:  Unlimited  Only use this if you want to set a limit for people 
joining up on your course 

Number of weeks/topics:  10  Choose the number of units you will need 

Group mode:  No groups  If you need to divide your course members up 
into groups 

Force:  No  Connected with the above



Availability:  This course is available to students  Use this setting 

Enrolment key:  A password to limit enrolment to those you 
reveal it to 

Guest access:  Do not allow  guests in  Allowing guests in means anyone in 
the world can see your course 

Hidden sections:  Hidden sections are show n in collapsed form  Doesn’t matter much 

News items to show:  5 new s items  Ignore this one 

Show grades:  Yes  Ignore this one 

Show activity reports:  No  You can allow students to access their activity reports 
if you want to. See the help note. 

Maximum upload size:  2MB  Controls file size for uploads 

Your word for Teacher:  Teacher  (eg Teacher, Tutor, Facilitator etc)  I 

Your word for Teachers:  Teachers  (eg Teachers, Tutors, Facilitators etc)  G 

Your word for Student:  Student  (eg Student, Participant etc)  N 

Your word for Students:  Students  (eg Students, Participants etc)  O 

Force language:  Do not force  R 

Force theme:  Do not force  E 
Is this a meta course?: No  This course already has normal enrolments. 

Remember to 

ADDING RESOURCES 

When you turn editing on, you will see these fields appear within each 
course unit and various odd little icons suddenly pop up.



You can pretty much ignore the icons on the right, with the exception of 
the eye – clicking on it to close the eye means students cannot see that 
unit. Useful if you don’t want them to see work in progress. 

That little icon top left is an edit button. Click on it and you will get the 
screen to provide a summary of the unit. This really means the title, so put 
that in the text area. The text editors for this and for resource creation 
work pretty much like word. If in doubt as to what an icon represents, just 
hover the mouse over it. 

The Add an activity option is beyond this very basic introduction, so ignore 
it for now, but it does offer a wealth of possibilities for later! 

Add a resource is, however, probably the key function in Moodle. Its menu 
offers five choices. 

The bottom two don’t really interest us at present, but the first three do. 

Compose a text page brings up a text editor like this



The Name is what will appear on your course home page as the title of this 
resource within the unit. The Summary is seen when viewing the resources 
for the course [remember that menu on the left hand side?]. The Full Text 
is what your resource will be. You can create it there and then, or paste it 
in from some other source, such as Word. 

Link to a file or website – yes, I know I’ve skipped one for the moment – 
brings you up a rather different screen. 

The Name and Summary are as before, but this time you are entering in the 
Location box the name of the website or the file you are linking to. 

The easiest way to link to a website is to visit it, right click on the address 
in the toolbar and copy it, then paste it into the box. Remember to delete 
the existing http:// in the box. There can be issues with knowing the 
address of specific pages within certain websites – there are ways round 
this, but this is not the place to discuss them. 

Linking to a file – say, a worksheet you have already created in Word or 
whatever – is done by clicking on Choose or upload a file which takes you to 
your list of course files. If you’ve already uploaded it, choose it by clicking 
on that word and the link is made. For a new file, click on the Upload a file 
button at the bottom right, which takes you a window like this.



Click on Browse to find your file on your computer or the network, then 
click on Upload this file to do just that. Now you can choose the file to be 
your resource. 

As a PowerPoint slideshow is a likely resource, it’s worth remembering that 
it’s advisable to save it as a .pps file ie a PowerPoint Show first before 
uploading it. 

Compose a web page brings up another text editor, slightly different to the 
text page one. 

Name and Summary are as before, but this time the Full Text allows you far 
more options. You can, for example, insert pictures and hyperlinks ‐ this is 
what makes the web page so valuable, because you can put all your 
activities related to one topic in one place with only the topic name 
appearing in the course unit. For example



The last four items are all web pages containing various links for each topic. 
The top three are individual resources and actually should have been 
included in one web page to make things tidier! Here is a simple web page 
example. 

You can use the editor to change font, font size and colour just as in Word. 
The links to the resources ‐ in the above example there is a PowerPoint 
show, some websites and a Word document – are made by highlighting the 
appropriate text, clicking on the button with chainlinks on it which brings 
up this window.



Links to web pages or files of any kind be made by pasting in the URL or 
browsing and uploading as described before. 

The Title doesn’t really seem to matter much, but I would suggest that the 
Target does. Set the link to open in a New Window, which will avoid the 
problem when you close a page only to find you’ve closed down Moodle 
completely! 

Which is also true of any of the three kinds of resource described here, 
When you have completed your text page, link or web page, go to the 
section under the Full Text box, where you will find this.



The default setting is Same Window, so change it to New Window before 
you Save Changes. Which boxes you check or uncheck after that is up to 
you: it is maybe cleaner to uncheck the bottom four provided your links 
within a web page are set to open in new pages. 

The one thing I have had problems with in Moodle is ensuring links in a web 
page always open in a new window. The command doesn’t always seem to 
stick, and I have sometimes had to redo a link several times to get it to 
work. 

INSERTING PICTURES 

You don’t have to use pictures, but they do brighten things up. The places 
you’d probably want to do this are on your course front page or on a web 
page resource. So in editing mode, if you click on the little square picture 
icon on the toolbar, you get something like this.



An image is just a file, so is chosen or uploaded as described before. The 
alternate text is a requirement, but it doesn’t really matter what you put in 
there. 

The alignment ‐ see top left – is critical. I tend to select right for my front 
page and bottom for web pages, but it seems you also need to make sure 
the cursor is also placed right or below any text [or appropriately for 
whatever alignment you choose] to get the picture to go where you want it. 

The size ‐ see top right ‐ is also something it’s wise to control. I find 250 x 
150 is about right for a front page and a width of about 350 works well on a 
web page. You need to set these or your image may be far too big or small 
or out of proportion. 

EDITING YOUR COURSE 

We’ve identified the edit icon for a course unit already and the ones on the 
right of the unit. Turning on editing also brings up icons beside existing 
resources. 

From left to right, they 

§ move the resource to the right [why?] 
§ move the resource up or down in the list [rather more useful] 
§ allow you to edit the resource, eg add new items to a web page 
§ delete the resource completely 
§ hide or show resources to students – remember the eye? 

At first it can look bewildering, but it doesn’t take long to know what 
you’re doing!



FURTHER READING 

When you’re ready to go further, there is guidance to be found in a number 
of places, such as this from the Moodle site 

http://docs.moodle.org/en/Teacher_documentation 

or this concise guide from California 

http://moodle.learningtech.net/mod/resource/view.php?id=98 

There is even a book about Moodle. KEVI currently has 
just the one copy, but we will soon have more available. 

Just the thing for the coffee table. 

RTC 
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